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SUMMARY

To obtain a Warehousing is Developing and maintaining a positive working relationship with 
service providers, Working flexible hours and various shifts, Researching all possible routings via 
airlines, line-haul, pick-up/delivery, scheduling, and geographic servicing, Utilizing the most 
efficient and cost effective routes.

SKILLS

Oil field passport ,CA Security guard card, Forklift certification.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Warehousing
Neovia Logistics  2010 – 2022 
 Scanned 325+ packages an hour, 4 boxes per minute minimum.
 Wrapped (water spider) up 6 feet pallets, I also closed out each pallet wave and printed each 

label.
 Moved pallets from wave to wave for shipment using a hand pallet jack.
 Sorted boxes to the correct wave.
 Sorted out items for customer orders, also skilled in problem solving, this is to fix any problem

with customer orders in order to get out at requested time.
 Trained in packing customer orders, and in the shipping area.
 Trained on in the receiving, and also at the receive dock.

Warehousing
Delta Corporation  1994 – 1997 
 Worked as an order filler used electrical equipment to do my job.
 Worked through temp agency worked at Target Disturbution center unloading trucks,.
 Receiving Making sure the assembly line on track Keeping count References References are 

available upon request.
 Greet customers in a friendly and professional manner Operate computerized cash register 

and balance drawer with accuracy Promptly bag and deliver .
 Grand Rapids, MI 08/2013 - 04/2014 Thorough processing of incoming and outgoing 

shipments Recording orders and pallet placement Salesman.
 Stacking boxes putting freezers in the ice box.
 Warehousing Managed backroom operations Drove delivery/service vehicle Repaired 

damaged goods Delivered finished products.

EDUCATION

Associates In General Education
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